Arts for Learning made a positive impact on the lives and education of students in Virginia during the 2021-2022 school year — thanks to you! These are just some of the ways your support made a difference as we inspired and engaged students in and through the arts.

**Connecting**—We are linking the arts and learning in meaningful ways

Arts for Learning served 42,403 students in Virginia, from PreK to 12th grade, offering programs that build academic, creative, and social-emotional skills.

**Partnering**—We are reaching students with the greatest need

Arts for Learning partnered with 119 public schools. 91% were designated as Title I schools that serve large numbers of low-income students. We also initiated new collaborations with community groups that work with at-risk youth and students with autism.

**Impacting**—We are providing more hands-on, interactive programming

Arts for Learning delivered more services where students are mentored by teaching artists, with 75% of our programs in the form of residencies and workshops.

**Innovating**—We are finding new ways to reach students and families

Arts for Learning distributed 1,610 visual art kits to teach students key math concepts; presented 191 virtual learning opportunities; expanded partnerships to present 41 arts-rich programs at 20 library branches; and produced 55 new teacher guides to deepen classroom learning.

**Transforming**—We are offering relevant arts learning that changes lives

Arts for Learning provided 636 culturally rich arts experiences for students, educators, and families, touching individuals in profound ways. Free violin lessons, stories of little-known heroes in Virginia history, inclusive dance classes, Arab folk music demonstrations, and tales of the resistance in Hitler’s Germany—examples of programs that opened students’ eyes to diverse art forms and cultures.

To learn more, visit [www.Arts4LearningVA.org](http://www.Arts4LearningVA.org).

Thank you for supporting our work!